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High angular resolution mid-infrared 

observations with the VISIR instrument 

at the Very Large Telescope have 

allowed the distribution of dust around 

local active galactic nuclei (AGN) to  

be studied. The observational results 

VXSSRUW�WKH�XQL:HG�VFHQDULR�IRU�$*1�

and bring constraints on the properties 

of its key component, a dusty torus 

obscuring the view onto the AGN when 

viewed close to the equatorial plane. 

Active galactic nuclei have been a prime 
target of extragalactic astronomy for 
many years. These fascinating objects 
comprise a supermassive black hole, a 
hot accretion disc feeding the black hole 
and an additional supply of cold gas  
and dust. They have many manifestations: 
quasars, radio galaxies, Seyfert galaxies 
� all of which are governed by the same 
physical mechanisms. 

The dusty torus in AGN

The local incarnations of AGN � also 
known as Seyfert (Sy) galaxies � can be 

separated into two classes: Sy 1 galaxies 
with an unobscured view onto the hot, 
optically bright accretion disc and the sur-
rounding broad line region (BLR); and  
Sy 2 galaxies that are observed through a 
veil of gas and dust. This has led astrono-
mers (see, for example, Rowan-Robinson, 
1977; Antonucci, 1982) to develop the  
TMHjDC�RBDM@QHN�ENQ� &-�3GD�BNQMDQRSNMD�
of this scenario is the existence of a torus-
shaped supply of molecular gas and  
dust that obscures the central parts of the 
AGN when viewed close to the equatorial 
plane (see Figure 1 for an illustration). 
Thus, Sy 1 and Sy 2 galaxies are the same 
beasts, just seen from different directions.

6GHKD�SGD�TMHjDC�RBDM@QHN�G@R�OQNUDC�SN�
be very successful and has passed many 
observational tests, little is known about 
the physical state of the torus itself. Some 
possible geometries for the dust distribu-
tion are shown in Figure 2:  

�  Panel a displays a classical smooth dis-
tribution with a constant ratio of height/
radius. Such a torus has essentially  
the same geometry as the accretion disc 
in the centre of the AGN, but with much 
lower temperatures and a much larger 
extent. The border between the torus on 
one side and the accretion disc and 
broad line region on the other side is 
determined by the sublimation tempera-
ture of the dust. When the gas becomes 
too hot, the dust particles are destroyed, 
the gas is ionised and a hot BLR or 
accretion disc is observed instead of a 
dusty torus. 

�  Panel b shows the same geometry, but 
with the dust and gas arranged in dis-
tinct clouds. There are theoretical argu-
ments for such clumpiness, based on 

the dynamical stability of the torus  
(Krolik & Begelman, 1988). 

l��/@MDK�B�HKKTRSQ@SDR�SGD�HCD@�NE�SGD�fQDBDC-
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(1991). The consequence of this model is 
that AGN of high luminosity will appear 
as obscured less frequently than AGN of 
low luminosity, since, when the luminos-
ity increases, the sublimation radius and 
thus the inner edge of the torus move 
outwards. This, in turn, means that the 
solid angle covered by the torus as seen 
from the centre of the AGN decreases. 
There are some observational indica-
tions for this effect, but the question of 
the geometry of the torus in this case is 
far from settled. 

There are many approaches to the study 
of the physical state of the torus. The  
one that seemed most promising to us 
was to combine mid-infrared (MIR) and 
hard X-ray observations. The intrinsic 
X-ray luminosity is a good proxy for the 
total luminosity of the accretion disc. The 
MIR emission of an AGN, on the other 
hand, is dominated by thermal emission 
of the dust within the torus. As the torus 
is heated by the accretion disc, one 
would expect a correlation between MIR 
and hard X-ray luminosities. Since, in  
Sy 1 galaxies, we can see the hot dust in 
the inner part of the torus, while in Sy 2 
F@K@WHDR���@BBNQCHMF�SN�SGD�TMHjDC�RBD -
nario � we can only see the cooler dust 
in the outer part of the torus, one would 
DWODBS�SN�jMC�@�CHEEDQDMBD�HM�SGD�,(1�@MC�
intrinsic hard X-ray luminosities. 

Two studies on the mid-infrared�hard 
X-ray correlation by Krabbe et al. (2001) 
and Lutz et al. (2004) found the expected 
correlation between MIR and hard X-ray 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the inner part of an AGN as pre-
CHBSDC�AX�SGD�TMHjDC�RBDM@QHN�#DOHBSDC�@QD�SGD�
black hole, the accretion disc, the clumpy broad line 
region and the obscuring torus. The narrow line 
region and a possible jet are omitted for clarity. 

Figure 2. Vertical cuts showing three possible  
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receding torus. r is the radius, h the height above  
the equatorial plane and Q the half opening angle.
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luminosities, but not the expected differ-
ence in luminosity ratio between Sy 1 and 
Sy 2 galaxies.

1@LHjB@SHNMR�NE�@RRDRRHMF�SGD�,(1�@MC�
X-ray properties of AGN

One limitation of earlier studies on the 
mid-IR�hard X-ray correlation was the low 
angular resolution of the MIR observa-
tions. Unfortunately, Seyfert galaxies fre-
quently host regions of active star forma-
tion close to the AGN which also emit in 
the MIR regime. If it is not possible to spa-
tially resolve these star-forming regions,  
a separation, e.g., by spectral decomposi-
SHNM�LDSGNCR��HR�UDQX�CHEjBTKS�6D�CDBHCDC�
to base our study on observations with  
the VSIR instrument (Lagage et al., 2004) 
at the Very Large Telescope (VLT), which 
offers the best combination of spatial res-
olution and sensitivity in the mid-infrared 
currently available in the world.

Besides the angular resolution of the MIR 
observations, another issue was the  
reliability of our X-ray data. As mentioned 
above, we need the intrinsic X-ray lumi-
nosity in order to have a proxy for the total 
luminosity of the accretion disc. Unfor-
tunately, X-rays are also absorbed within 
the torus. However, high quality X-ray 
spectra allow us to correct for this effect, 
since absorption alters the X-ray spectral 
ap pearance of an AGN in a characteristic 
way. Therefore, we decided to observe  
a sample of Sy 1 and Sy 2 galaxies with 
VISIR for which high quality X-ray data 
were available. 

In order to make the best use of VISIR�s 
high angular resolution capabilities, we 
decided to only observe relatively nearby 
AGN. We set the limit for our sample 
selection at a redshift of 0.1.

VISIR observing campaigns

!DSVDDM� OQHK������@MC�2DOSDLADQ�������
we observed 29 Seyfert galaxies with 
5(2(1�@MC�CDSDBSDC����NE�SGDL�6D�TRDC� 
a standard chop/nod-procedure to 
remove the very bright atmospheric back-
ground in the MIR. In order to achieve the 
highest possible angular resolution, we 
BGNRD�5(2(1�R�RL@KK�jDKC�NAIDBSHUD��VGHBG�
OQNUHCDR�@�OHWDK�RB@KD�NE������@QBRDBNMCR�
@MC�@�jDKC�NE�UHDV�NE����W����@QBRDBNMCR�

With this setup, we reached a typical reso-
KTSHNM�NE����@QBRDBNMCR��SGDQDAX�RHFMHj-
cantly improving the resolution compared 
to previous studies. Most of the observed 
objects appear point-like � only in three 
cases did we detect extended emission 
around the AGN. One example of a target 
VHSG�DWSDMCDC�DLHRRHNM���-&" ����� 
� is displayed in Figure 3. In this overlay 
of VISIR and Hubble Space Telescope 
data, we see that some sources of optical 
and MIR emission coincide, while others 
do not. Where MIR sources do not have 
an optical counterpart, we probably see 
the early stages of star formation when 
young stars are heating their environment, 
but are not yet powerful enough to blow 
away the dusty veil that is hiding them. 

Extended emission and comparison to 
Spitzer data

%NQ�-&" �����@MC�@�RDBNMC�NAIDBS��
NGC 7469, we can estimate that within the 
innermost 3.0 arcseconds around the 
 &-��@S�KD@RS�QNTFGKX�����NE�SGD�,(1�kTW�
does not originate from the AGN. For 
NGC 7469, this result is in good agreement 
with an actual comparison of our VISIR 
data to archival spectra recorded with the 
IRS instrument aboard the Spitzer Space 
Telescope; the latter provides an angular 
resolution of ~ 3.0 arcseconds. We per-
formed this comparison for all objects that 
VD�G@C�NARDQUDC�HM�@S�KD@RS�SVN�,(1�jKSDQR�
and for which archival IRS data were avail-
able. Interestingly, we found some cases 
NE�RHFMHjB@MS�CDUH@SHNM�NE�SGD�(12�@MC�
5(2(1�kTWDR�VGDQD�MN�DW�SDMCDC�DLHRRHNM�
was visible in the VISIR images (Horst et 
al., 2009). One example for this is shown 
in Figure 4. We interpret this discrepancy 
as caused by smooth, extended emission 
that is not observed with VISIR due to its 
limited sensitivity to this kind of emission. 
(M�@�EDV�B@RDR��kTW�BG@MFDR�CTD�SN�SHLD�
variability between the two observing 
epochs, while unlikely to be the origin of 
this effect, cannot be completely ruled out. 

The extra-nuclear emission � either 
directly observed with VISIR or visible 
through the comparison to the Spitzer 
data � underlines that giving priority to 
high angular resolution, instead of the 
higher sensitivity of space telescopes, 
was the right approach for our purpose. 
.E�BNTQRD��VD�B@MMNS�QTKD�NTS�RHFMHjB@MS�

contamination in our own data, but at 
least it will be far less than for larger 
aperture observations. We discuss the 
important point of contamination in our 
data in more detail in the next section. 

The mid-infrared�hard X-ray correlation

The primary goal of our observing cam-
paigns was to study the mid-infrared�
hard X-ray correlation. First of all, like our 
predecessors, we found a strong and 
RHFMHjB@MS�BNQQDK@SHNM�ADSVDDM�SGDRD�SVN�
quantities. The correlation is shown in 
%HFTQD���(M�SGHR�jFTQD��VD�OKNS�G@QC�7�Q@X�
v. MIR luminosity on a log�log scale. Blue 
squares represent Sy 1 nuclei, red dia-
monds are for Sy 2 nuclei and green tri-
angles for low ionisation emission line 
regions (LINERS), a class of AGN with 
less pronounced nuclei and � relative to 
the AGN power � more star formation 
than Seyfert galaxies. Arrows mark either 
the upper limits of the MIR luminosity  
of non-detected sources or the lower lim-
its of sources with equivocal X-ray spec-
SQ@�3GD�CNSSDC�KHMD�CDOHBSR�SGD�ADRS�jS�
ONVDQ�K@V�SN�NTQ�jQRS�R@LOKD��NARDQUDC�
HM�������RDD�'NQRS�DS�@K���������SGD�
C@RGDC�KHMD�SGDM�RGNVR�SGD�ADRS�jS�SN�SGD�
two samples combined. 

The correlation has some important fea-
tures. One of these is the slope, which is 
close to unity. On a log�log scale, a slope 
of one indicates a linear dependency 
between the two plotted quantities. Thus, 
VD�jMC�SG@S�,(1�@MC�7�Q@X�KTLHMNRHSHDR�
show a linear relationship. Secondly, Sy 1 
and Sy 2 galaxies exhibit the same MIR/
X-ray luminosity ratio. Again, this is in 
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Figure 3.�3GD�BDMSQ@K�O@QS�NE�-&"������HM�@M�NUDQK@X�
of optical Hubble Space Telescope data and our 
VISIR observations. The optical data is shown as a 
false colour image and the VISIR data as a contour 
OKNS�3GHR�jFTQD�HR�QDOQNCTBDC�EQNL�'NQRS�DS�@K��������
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good agreement with the results of previ-
ous studies. At our high angular resolu-
tion, it is unlikely that the similarity is 
caused by contamination of the observed 
MIR luminosity with non-AGN emission. 
Therefore, we assume that it is intrinsic to 
AGN. 

On account of the emphasis that we 
placed on the issue of angular resolution, 
VD�G@UD�SN�CHRBTRR�SGD�HMkTDMBD�NE�BNM -
tamination in our own data. In order to 
obtain robust results, we split our sample 
into two sub samples: especially well-
resolved objects and less well-resolved 
NAIDBSR�3GD�SDQL�fVDKK�QDRNKUDCt�G@R� 
to be understood in terms of the dust 
RTAKHL@SHNM�Q@CHTR�SG@S�CDjMDR�SGD�HMMDQ�
edge of the torus. This radius can be esti-
mated from the X-ray luminosity and is  
a natural scale for the dusty torus. Inter-
DRSHMFKX��VD�jMC�@�RHFMHjB@MS�BG@MFD�HM�
the MIR/X-ray luminosity ratio at an angu-
K@Q�QDRNKTSHNM�NE�����SHLDR�SGD�CTRS�RTAKH -
mation radius (see Gandhi et al., 2009 for 
details). Therefore, we used this resolution 
as the separator for our two sub samples. 
The well resolved AGN are marked by 
AK@BJ�BHQBKDR�HM�%HFTQD���6D�SGDM�BGDBJDC�
whether the correlation would change  
if we used only the well-resolved objects; 
reassuringly, the result of this exercise 
showed that this is not the case. Within 
errors, the slopes of the two correlations 
are identical (the details of the statistical 
analysis are presented in Horst et al., 
������3GTR��VD�B@M�AD�BNMjCDMS�SG@S�SGD�
correlation we have determined is physi-
cally meaningful and can now discuss its 
implications. 

Implications for the dusty torus

Our results allow us to constrain the prop-
erties of the dusty torus � at least for  
the AGN within the luminosity range we 
probed. Since we aimed for high angular 
resolution, we restricted ourselves to 
observing local AGN that are less lumi-
nous than more distant objects, e.g., qua-
sars. Thus, it has to be kept in mind that 
the properties of the torus in AGN may 
change toward higher luminosities (and in 
fact there is some evidence that this is so). 

(MSDQDRSHMFKX��GNVDUDQ��VD�jMC�MN�HMCHB@ -
tion for a luminosity dependence of the 
appearance of the torus within our sam-
ple. Since the slope of the correlation is 
unity within the errors, the X-ray/MIR lumi-
nosity ratio does not change at all. Since 
the MIR luminosity is determined by the 
amount of accretion disc emission that is 
absorbed by the torus, it is directly pro-
portional to the hard X-ray luminosity and 
the solid angle it covers when seen from 
the accretion disc. Thus, a constant lumi-
nosity ratio implies that the opening angle 
Q of the torus is constant as well. This 
rules out the receding torus model (panel 
c) in Figure 2 in its purest form. If the torus 
shows receding behaviour, it only does so 
beyond X-ray luminosities of 1038 W.

The fact that Sy 1 and Sy 2 nuclei follow 
the same correlation also has an impor-
tant implication: it implies that the as -
sumption that in Sy 1 nuclei we see hot 
dust, while in Sy 2 galaxies we do not,  
is probably incorrect. This result can only 
be reconciled with the existence of a 

torus-shaped distribution of molecular 
gas and dust, if the dust is arranged  
in distinct clouds (panel b in Figure 2). In 
addition, these clouds need to have a low 
UNKTLD�jKKHMF�E@BSNQ�VHSGHM�SGD�SNQTR�(M�
RTBG�@�BNMjFTQ@SHNM��VD�G@UD�@�QDK@SHUDKX�
unobstructed view through the torus onto 
the hot dust in its inner region. 

These interesting results have motivated 
us to continue research along these lines. 
One important study was carried out  
by Gandhi et al. (2009) who � thanks to 
the arrival of the Suzaku, INTEGRAL and 
Swift spacecraft � managed to obtain 
reliable X-ray data for especially heavily 
obscured Sy 2 galaxies. VISIR observa-
tions of these targets showed that also 
they follow the correlation found in our 
earlier studies. The implication is that our 
approach has indeed allowed us to con-
strain the geometry and physics of the 
dusty torus in AGN. An interesting next 
step would be to widen the luminosity 
range covered by this study and try to 
assess the properties of the tori in the 
least, as well as the most powerful, AGN. 
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Figure 5. The mid-infrared�hard X-ray correlation as 
determined in this study. Blue squares are Sy 1 
nuclei, red diamonds are Sy 2 nuclei and green trian-
gles are LINERS. Arrows either depict upper limits  
to the MIR luminosity, in the case of MIR non-detec-
tion, or lower limits to the X-ray luminosity, in case of 
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